Automate NDA
Optimize your non-disclosure agreement process with
Automate NDA
Companies that wish to remain competitive must mitigate risk and maximize
performance. Non-disclosure agreements (NDAs)—critical to a wide array of
legal and strategic initiatives—are important tools for driving positive
outcomes.
But the challenge with the traditional NDA process is that it taps internal
resources that may already have limited bandwidth and tasks them with
completing and managing the work. This diverts time and attention from
high-value work and puts strain on your organization’s talent.
Onit’s Automate NDA takes the manual and repetitive process of drafting
NDAs and optimizes it. By leveraging Onit’s workflow and AI capabilities,
Automate NDA makes drafting, reviewing, managing, and executing NDAs
quick and efficient.
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Simplify and Streamline Your Workflow
With Automate NDA, you can manage the entire NDA lifecycle from renewal dates to termination notices and
improve approval speed to execute NDAs more quickly. This frees up your legal team to focus on what they do
best—identify and mitigate risks to your company.
- Self-service: Access a powerful self-service
portal that lets you draft, review, sign, and store
NDAs

- Legal Intake: Use the self-service portal to
capture, manage and report on legal requests

- Drafting: Draft standard NDAs using simple forms
that automatically route through the workflow

- Dashboards: Detailed dashboards and reporting
allow you to quickly see a snapshot view of all
NDAs

- Artificial Intelligence: Use AI to quickly review
third-party NDAs, mark them up and escalate

- Record Management: Find what you need when
you need it

Gain Visibility into the Entire NDA Process
With Automate NDA, you no longer need to wonder about an agreement’s status or what the next steps are.
Automate NDA allows you to eliminate reliance on manual processes and outdated technology so that you can
execute agreements faster, more efficiently, with greater accuracy and less risk.

In the first month of using Automate NDA, more than 1,000 NDAs
were processed. Our cycle time went down from 16 days to less than
24 hours for 90% of NDAs with virtually no lawyer involvement.”
- Fortune 500 Company
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